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CVs are your first and sometimes only direct
communication with a potential employer. 

It could be the difference between you being
offered an interview and not being considered at all. 

Why are they important?

A CV is an individual marketing tool, that is used to
sell yourself to prospective employers. 

It highlights your education, your employment history
and your skill sets.

What is a CV?

CV'S



LET'S REFLECT

Your CV is a document to highlight your
achievements. 

It's time to reflect on your experiences. Think about
any work experience, volunteering experience or
any projects that you have worked on. 

What did you do in those roles? What skills did
you learn or develop? Did you receive any
recognition? 

Write over the next 2 pages





What makes a strong CV?

One page (2 pages maximum)
Use short concise sentences (bullet points)
Ensure that your CV is in reverse chronological
order (start with the most recent)
Ensure that there is consistent formatting (e.g.
use the same font and same font size)
Use creativity with caution
Always send your CV in a PDF format to
employers

Questions to Consider

Is my CV easy to read?
Is my CV concise and straight to the point?
Should I include a personal statement?
Are my education dates accurate?
Are my employment dates accurate?
Did I start with my most recent work
experience?
Did I list skills relevant to the particular role
that I am applying too?

CONSIDERATIONS



Use this section to highlight your relevant
passions, activities and interests. It’s good to
include leadership and volunteer work here 

Highlight your qualifications in reverse
chronological order. Include your final grade
and any awards and honours you have received

Concisely state your career goals and/or your
achievements. Ensure it is aligned with the job
description

Depending on the type of CV that you are
creating, you should list your strengths that are
relevant for the role that you are applying to

Describe your responsibilities and
achievements in terms of impact and results.
Use examples, but keep it concise 

Summary / Personal Statement

Skills

Education

SECTIONS

Work Experience

Extracurricular Activities



Determined and decisive; uses initiative to
develop effective solutions to problems

Methodical and rigorous approach to achieving
tasks and objectives

Identifies and creates opportunities; innovates
and makes things happen

Strives for quality and applies process and
discipline towards optimising performance

Good interpersonal skills, works well with others,
motivates and encourages

Critical thinker with strong analytical skills

Meets objectives in a timely manner 

Active and dynamic approach to work and
getting things done 

USEFUL PHRASES

TOP TIP: Ensure that you align your CV to meet the
activities listed in the job description. For example if
the job description states they are looking for a
strategic thinker, use this term in your CV



Accelerated
Achieved
Advised

Allocated
Analysed
Assessed

Coached
Communicated

Completed
Controlled

Coordinated
Created

 

POWER WORDS

Delegated
Delivered

Demonstrated
Designed

Developed

Identified
Implemented

Improved
Increased
Influenced
Initiated

Maintained
Managed
Minimised
Motivated

Launched
Led

Liaised
 Selected to

Simplified
Strengthened

Supervised
Operated
Organised

Participated
Performed
Planned
Prepared
Presented

 

Trained
Helped

 

Broadened
Budgeted

It's important to use power words in your CV when
applying for jobs as they help demonstrate your
strengths and highlight why you are right for the job.

Recommended
Reorganised
Represented
Researched

Resolved
Responsible

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/job-resumes-4161923

